Skillsoft Microsoft
Azure Certification

About Skillsoft
Skillsoft thrives on assuring best of training, to ensure
best of productivity. It is an ed-tech company that
provides with complete learning management
system and content. Founded in 1998, it has come a
long way to serve as a leading cloud-based training
provider. It provides the customers with complete
structure of the program from customizing the
course to analysing the impact of the course.

Microsoft Azure and its
Certification
What does a computer do? In simple layman’s terms
a computer does three basic actions, store, process,
and compute. The rate at which the market is
growing, it is becoming increasingly difficult to
manage these basic three actions. The organizations
require faster data analysis, high-level graphics
rendering, and high-level storage. There are two
choices available at this point, either buying
additional hardware, or shift to cloud.
The obvious answer? Cloud computing, putting the
business on cloud. On-demand delivery of ITservices online on the go. Zero hustle compared to
maintaining physical data centres and servers. An
efficiently low cost, more secure and most
importantly remote access from anywhere that has
an internet connection.

Microsoft Azure- It is an open and flexible cloud
platform dedicated to manage Microsoft data
centres. It enables users to build, deploy, and
manage applications across massive, global
network. Seamless hybrid cloud services are Azure
pro call. Enterprises can integrate onsite servers
with cloud instances with Azure. Open source
support working on any language and framework.
Hence, businesses can build their application the
way they want, from wherever they are.

Azure Certification Benefits
•

Microsoft Azure offers nine profile-based
certifications. Hence, it will not only make the
certified versatile in his/her role but also in the
chosen industry.

•

This kind of certification require quite a lot of
commitment, therefore, individuals or
enterprises with such certification are highly
valued in the market.

•

The future of cloud computing seems a in a
clear peak at this moment, with estimated 83%
of workloads on the cloud by the year end.

•

The future of cloud computing seems a in a
clear peak at this moment, with estimated 83%
of workloads on the cloud by the year end.

•

With the higher demand for cloud computing
professionals, better compensation packages
are expected all over the world as compared to
other IT fields.

Skillsoft Courses on Microsoft Azure
•

MICROSOFT AZURE ARCHITECT TECHNOLOGIES: AZURE FILES AND DATABASEShttps://www.skillsoft.com/certificates/microsoft-azure-architect-technologies-azure-files-anddatabases/?s=microsoft+azure

•

MICROSOFT AZURE ARCHITECT TECHNOLOGIES: AZURE AD CONNECThttps://www.skillsoft.com/certificates/az-300-microsoft-azure-architect-technologies-azure-adconnect/?s=microsoft+azure

•

MICROSOFT AZURE ARCHITECT DESIGN: AZURE AD CONNECT, MFA, & SSO DESIGNhttps://www.skillsoft.com/certificates/az-301-microsoft-azure-architect-design-azure-ad-connect-mfasso-design/?s=microsoft+azure

•

MICROSOFT AZURE ARCHITECT DESIGN: AZURE MIGRATION PLANNINGhttps://www.skillsoft.com/certificates/az-301-microsoft-azure-architect-design-azure-migrationplanning/?s=microsoft+azure

•

MICROSOFT AZURE ARCHITECT DESIGN: AZURE SITE RECOVERY DESIGNhttps://www.skillsoft.com/certificates/az-301-microsoft-azure-architect-design-azure-site-recoverydesign/?s=microsoft+azure

•

MICROSOFT AZURE ARCHITECT DESIGN: AZURE DEVOPS PLANNINGhttps://www.skillsoft.com/certificates/az-301-microsoft-azure-architect-design-azure-devopsplanning/?s=microsoft+azure

•

MICROSOFT AZURE ARCHITECT TECHNOLOGIES: ARCHITECTING AZURE STORAGEhttps://www.skillsoft.com/certificates/az-300-microsoft-azure-architect-technologies-architecting-azurestorage/?s=microsoft+azure

•

MICROSOFT AZURE ARCHITECT TECHNOLOGIES: AZURE VIRTUAL MACHINEShttps://www.skillsoft.com/certificates/az-300-microsoft-azure-architect-technologies-azure-virtualmachines/?s=microsoft+azure

•

DEPLOYING APPLICATIONS TO MICROSOFT AZURE SQL DATABASEShttps://www.skillsoft.com/certificates/deploying-applications-to-microsoft-azure-sqldatabases/?s=microsoft+azure

•

MICROSOFT AZURE SECURITY TECHNOLOGIES: VM SECURITYhttps://www.skillsoft.com/courses/8675602-az-500-microsoft-azure-security-technologies-vmsecurity/?s=microsoft+azure

Our Promise
As we discussed about cloud-based IT- services, this calls for particularly skilled and highly
efficient set of employees. Therefore, there is a constant demand for trainings and re-skilling of
the industry people. With this growing demand, combined with the globalisation we needed to rethink our traditional methods of trainings. Cloud or online training programs. These programs are
readily available and aims at a vast section of crowd sans the chaos of physical set-up. These not
only provide hustle-free labs but also makes it available to people located remotely.
We in Nuvepro strive to provide the industries with best in class support for Microsoft Azure
Certification Labs.

www.nuvepro.com

info@Nuvepro.com

